
ENTERING GRADES 1 & 2 WORKSHOPS 
June 3-7; 9:00-11:30am 

Lego Brain Quest - Challenge your brain and test your skills in Lego Quest! Show your 
creativity as you build Lego creations each day when given a problem that you have to 
solve with only Legos to do so! This is an ideal club for any Lego-maniac! Teacher:  Emily 
Spieker 

Gearing up for Greatness - What could be better than a week full of creating and 
working with your hands? In this class, you will participate in building challenges and 
experiments based on picture books that we all know and love. Be ready to get the 
gears turning and see what you can create! Teacher: Braelyn Verba 

June 3-7; 12:30-3:00p 
Computer Programming 101 - Create your very own creative story…with computer 
programming! Customize your characters, create a magic world, and share your creativity  
with others through specialized computer software. Your imagination will come to life as you  
create vivid and captivating stories while learning basic computer programming! Teacher:  
Kelsey Kaup 

Wild, Wild West - Saddle up and join us for an adventure of cowboys and cowgirls 
expanding west. Learn about the food, clothing, and lifestyle of cowboy culture as 
you discover how railroads and gold mining helped change America.            
Teacher:  Megan Steinhauer 

 
 
 
 

June 10-14; 9:00-11:30am  
Inside Out: A guidebook to you! - Do you ever feel like Riley from Inside Out!? Like you 
have four crazy people pushing buttons in your head! Learn to channel those emotions 
through art projects and group activities. Create a guidebook to your emotional button 
pushers while having fun creating experiences and crafts that are uniquely you!      
Teacher:  Emily Spieker 
 

Wild Art - Create art inspired by the wild while finding amazing answers to questions 
about wild life! Create a giraffe sculpture and learn how they grew to be so tall and 
what sounds they make. Paint a mixed media seahorse and learn about how and 
why they swim the way they do. Spend a week in the wild and create amazing 
works of wild art! Teacher:  Dana Dietz 

 
June 10-14; 12:30-3:00pm  

Becoming a … Doctor, Teacher, Lawyer, ?? - Have you ever wanted to save a life? Teach 
a child to read? Discover a planet with life on it outside of our solar system? You will meet 
people from Kearney from different jobs and learn about what it’s like and what it takes to 
do what they do. You will also get hands on experience in their careers with fun activities! 
Teacher:  Emily Spieke 

Contraption Creators! - Complete challenges with marble mazes, legos, and wind 
cars. Build beds to hold weighted bears and houses to withstand the wind of the big 
bad wolf! Expand your thinking in new ways while also working on communication, 
collaboration, and problem-solving skills. Teacher:  Angie Ourada 



ENTERING GRADES 1 & 2 WORKSHOPS (CONTINUED) 

June 17-21; 9:00-11:30am 
Engineering 101: Build It! - Do you like to build things?  Do you like to create something 
from your imagination?  If so, you will love this workshop!  Come build new and interesting 
creations while learning the basics of building. Teacher:  Callie Arnold 
 

The Voice! - Do you love to sing? Do you long to perform? Learn to sing and 
perform like a professional in The Voice! Learn about the technical and artistic 
aspects of vocal music.  Throughout the week, design a performance that shows off  
your talent! Teacher:  Eileen Jahn 

 

June 17-21; 12:30-3:00pm 
Chemistry in the Kitchen - Explore how science makes our food delicious! Use common 
recipes, ingredients, and kitchen tools to measure, mix, cook, and bake. Taste-test your  
experiments and become a top chef! Learn the science behind your food! *Not 
recommended for children with food allergies. Teacher:  Kelsey Kaup 

The Science of Art - Science and art go hand in hand! You will create ART to learn  
about SCIENCE, making some really cool projects along the way. Why do paint 
colors mix? How can we "catch" a rainbow? Come along for the ride!  
Teacher:  Mikaela Richmond 

 

 

June 24-28; 9:00-11:30am 
Kitchen Concoctions - From rock candy to rubber eggs... Play with common kitchen 
ingredients to mix up things that are delicious and things that are just plain gross! Bring out 
your inner experimenter as you mix potions to create fun and slimy creations. Make gak, 
Oobleck, silly putty and play dough! Mix moldable, sculptable, edible fun! *Not 
recommended for children with food allergies. Teacher:  Abby Fong 

Grow Nebraska- In Grow Nebraska you will learn about the workings of a farm from 
the soil to the animals. You’ll pet baby calves and rabbits, pollinate plants, 
deconstruct food to its nutrients, make edible soil cups, and germinate your own 
seeds. Teacher:  Spencer Noble 
 

June 24-28; 12:30-3:00pm 
Storyland - Jump into your favorite books and let your imagination come alive!  Each day 
we will read a popular story and then play games, create artwork, and experience other  
related hands-on activities.  This class will make you feel like you are in the book! 
Teachers:  Melissa Stellars, Hannah Goodenberger 
 

Space Quest - Take a 5 day adventure to Outer Space. Explore the stars, planets, 
and the moon through hands-on activities like creating Moon rocks. We will learn 
our place in the solar system and take a trip to the stars (through the UNK 
Planetarium!)! Teacher:  Brooke Cooper 

 


